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This comprehensive Handbook summarizes existing work
and presents new concepts and empirical results from leading
scholars in the multidisciplinary field of behavioral and
cognitive geography, the study of the human mind, and
activity in and concerning space, place, and environment. It
provides the broadest and most inclusive coverage of the
field so far, including work relevant to human geography,
cartography, and geographic information science.
The 2013 collapse of Rana Plaza, an eight-story garment
factory in Savar, Bangladesh, killed over a thousand workers
and injured hundreds more. This disaster exposed the brutal
labor conditions of the global garment industry and revealed
its failures as a competitive and self-regulating industry. Over
the past thirty years, corporations have widely adopted labor
codes on health and safety, yet too often in their working
lives, garment workers across the globe encounter death,
work-related injuries, and unhealthy factory environments.
Disasters such as Rana Plaza notwithstanding, garment
workers routinely work under conditions that not only escape
public notice but also undermine workers' long-term physical
health, mental well-being, and the very sustainability of their
employment. Unmaking the Global Sweatshop gathers the
work of leading anthropologists and ethnographers studying
the global garment industry to examine the relationship
between the politics of labor and initiatives to protect workers'
health and safety. Contributors analyze both the labor
processes required of garment workers as well as the global
dynamics of outsourcing and subcontracting that produce
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such demands on workers' health. The accounts contained in
Unmaking the Global Sweatshop trace the histories of labor
standards for garment workers in the global South; explore
recent partnerships between corporate, state, and civil society
actors in pursuit of accountable corporate governance;
analyze a breadth of initiatives that seek to improve workers'
health standards, from ethical trade projects to human rights
movements; and focus on the ways in which risk, health, and
safety might be differently conceptualized and regulated.
Unmaking the Global Sweatshop argues for an expansive
understanding of garment workers' lived experiences that
recognizes the politics of labor, human rights, the privatization
and individualization of health-related responsibilities as well
as the complexity of health and well-being. Contributors: Mark
Anner, Hasan Ashraf, Jennifer Bair, Jeremy Blasi, Geert De
Neve, Saydia Gulrukh, Ingrid Hagen-Keith, Sandya
Hewamanne, Caitrin Lynch, Alessandra Mezzadri, Patrick
Neveling, Florence Palpacuer, Rebecca Prentice, Kanchana
N. Ruwanpura, Nazneen Shifa, Dina M. Siddiqi, Mahmudul H.
Sumon.
Includes section "Reviews" and other bibliographical material.
The aim of this Handbook is to take stock of regional
competitiveness and complementary concepts as a means of
presenting a state-of-the-art discussion of the contemporary
theories, perspectives and empirical explanations that help
make sense of the determinants of uneven development
across regions. Drawing on an international field of leading
scholars, the book is assembled and organized so that
readers can first learn about the theoretical underpinnings of
regional competitiveness and development theory, before
moving on to deeper discussions of key factors and principal
elements, the emergence of allied concepts, empirical
applications, and the policy context.
Understanding World Regional Geography (UWRG) is a
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course designed to teach students to think and apply
geographic concepts long after the course is over. Author
Erin Fouberg draws from her expertise in geography
education and research in student learning to create a
product that has a strong pedagogical framework designed to
engage students and deepen their understanding of the world
by having them “DO” Geography. UWRG includes features
that help students learn to read cultural and physical
landscapes, ask geographic questions, apply geographic
concepts, and make connections. It integrates 25 threshold
concepts and teaches students how geographers apply these
concepts and asks them to apply these concepts themselves.
This enables them to grasp the complexities of the world and
provides them with the knowledge and thinking skills
necessary to understanding it. UWRG is the first introductory
course to integrate ESRI ArcGIS Online thematic maps,
enabling students to engage with course materials, see
patterns, and answer geographic questions
The ubiquity of technology has not only brought the need for
computer knowledge to every aspect of the modern business
world; it has also increased our need to safely store the data
we are now creating at a rate never experienced before.
Delivery and Adoption of Cloud Computing Services in
Contemporary Organizations brings together the best
practices for storing massive amounts of data. Highlighting
ways cloud services can work effectively in production and in
real time, this book is an essential reference source for
professionals and academics of various disciplines, such as
computer science, consulting, information technology,
information and communication sciences, healthcare, and
finance.
Teaching Geography Creatively was Winner of the
Geographical Association Gold Award 2014 and Winner of
the Geographical Association Silver Award 2017. This fully
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updated second edition of Teaching Geography Creatively is
a stimulating source of guidance for busy trainee and
experienced teachers. Packed full of practical approaches for
bringing the teaching of geography to life, it offers a range of
innovative ideas for exploring physical geography, human
geography and environmental issues. Underpinned by the
very latest research and theory, expert authors from schools
and universities explore the inter-relationship between
creativity and learning, and consider how creativity can
enhance pupils’ motivation, self-image and well-being. Two
brand new chapters focus on creative approaches to learning
about the physical world, as well as the value of alternative
learning settings. Further imaginative ideas include: games
and starter activities as entry points for creative learning how
to keep geography messy the outdoors and learning beyond
the classroom how to teach geography using your local area
the links between geography and other areas of the
curriculum looking at geography, creativity and the future fun
and games in geography engaging with the world through
picture-books teaching about sustainability. With
contemporary, cutting-edge practice at the forefront,
Teaching Geography Creatively is an essential read for all
trainee and practicing teachers, offering a variety of practical
strategies to create a fun and stimulating learning
environment. In the process it offers a pedagogy that
respects the integrity of children as joyful and imaginative
learners and which offers a vision of how geography can
contribute to constructing a better and more equitable world.
The author looks at the prospects for a transition from natural
gas to low carbon gas, which could take several decades,
and at how this will depend on the evolution of the fossil fuel
industry. She investigates the technologies and energy
systems for making the best use of renewable gas resources.
The Arctic is a region that has seen exponential growth as a
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space of geopolitical interest over the past decade. This
insightful book is the first to analyse the European Union’s
Arctic policy endeavours of the early 21st Century from a
critical geopolitical perspective.
This book has been written for experienced managers and
students in postgraduate programs, such as MBA or
specialized Masters programs. In a systematic yet concise
manner, it addresses all major issues companies face when
conducting business across national and cultural boundaries,
including assessing and selecting the most promising
overseas markets, evaluating market entry alternatives,
examining the forces that drive adaptation versus
standardization of the marketing mix. It looks at the various
global marketing challenges from a strategic perspective and
also addresses topics not usually found in international
marketing texts, such as aligning marketing strategies with
global organizational structures, managing the relationship
between national subsidiaries, regional headquarters and
global headquarters, as well as corporate social responsibility
challenges, and pertinent future trends that are likely to affect
global business.
This book presents the core concepts of geographical
education as a means of understanding global issues from a
spatial perspective. It treats education, supported by high
standards, approaches, methodologies, and resources, as
essential in exploring the interactions of the world’s human
and environmental systems at local, regional, and global
scales embedded in the nature of the discipline of geography.
It covers topics such as climate change, sustainable
development goals, geopolitics in an uncertain world, global
crisis, and population flows, which are of great interest to
geography researchers and social sciences educators who
want to explore the complexity of contemporary societies.
Highly respected scholars in geography education answer
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questions on key topics and explain how global
understanding is considered in K-12 education in significant
countries around the globe. The book discusses factors such
as the Internet, social media, virtual globes and other
technological developments that provide insights into and
visualization – in real time – of the intensity of relationships
between different countries and regions of the earth. It also
examines how this does not always lead to empathy with
other political, cultural, social and religious values: terrorism
threats and armed conflicts are also essential features of the
global world. This book opens the dialogue for global
understanding as a great opportunity for teachers, educators,
scholars and policy makers to better equip students and
future citizens to deal with global issues.
In this groundbreaking new study, Nick Gill provides a
conceptually innovative account of the ways in which
indifference to the desperation and hardship faced by
thousands of migrants fleeing persecution and exploitation
comes about. Features original, unpublished empirical
material from four Economic and Social Research Council
(ESRC) funded projects Challenges the consensus that
border controls are necessary or desirable in contemporary
society Demonstrates how immigration decision makers are
immersed in a suffocating web of institutionalized processes
that greatly hinder their objectivity and limit their access to
alternative perspectives Theoretically informed throughout,
drawing on the work of a range of social theorists, including
Max Weber, Zygmunt Bauman, Emmanuel Levinas, and
Georg Simmel
An introduction to the most important issues facing an
increasingly globalized world with this thoroughly updated and
revised sixth edition. Global Issues is an accessible, wideranging introduction to the major environmental and
development issues confronting the modern world. Spanning
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disciplines such as political science, economics, sociology,
ecology, international relations, and development studies, this
popular textbook enables students to develop a broad
perspective on the relationships between nations, society,
corporations, and the environment in various contexts.
Exploring issues surrounding wealth, poverty, inequality,
climate change, natural resources, pollution, technology, and
others, the text illustrates the importance of global solutions
to the issues facing increasingly interdependent nations
around the world. This sixth edition has been extensively
revised to ensure contemporary relevance, featuring updated
case studies and compelling research on food security,
poverty, and the impact of climate change on development.
New discussions explore energy, the UN Sustainable
Development Goals, differences in the social and economic
conditions of rich and poor countries, and environmental
trends. Providing an integrated, multidisciplinary perspective,
this unique text: Examines the intersection of development,
inequality, environment, and society Covers topically relevant
issues such as population growth, shifting demographics,
renewable energy, and the threats that development poses to
the environment Discusses possible future scenarios and
governance concerns related to global issues Explores shifts
in traditional development pathways and policies around the
world Offers numerous student-friendly features, including
chapter summaries, a glossary of key terms, further reading
suggestions, and extensive online media and learning tools
Global Issues: An Introduction, Sixth Edition is an ideal entrylevel textbook for a range of courses including global studies,
international studies, environmental studies, geography,
politics, sociology, sustainable development, and more.
This report is commissioned by RNW, an international media
organization based in The Netherlands that aims to promote
free speech and fundamental freedoms in countries where
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these are severely restricted. RNW (co)creates content and
online platforms where young people can form and express
their opinions about sensitive issues. This study zooms in on
a select number of countries belonging to the post-Soviet
space that lie on the fault lines of overlapping spheres of
influence between Europe and Russia. Specifically, the report
assesses the risks of the current one-sided media services to
Russian speaking minorities in Latvia, Belarus, Ukraine and
Moldova. In doing so, the study examines the extent to which
RNW could make a meaningful contribution to a more
balanced information service, focusing on online and social
media. Furthermore, the report analyzes the opportunities for
RNW to operate in these countries, and provides an inventory
of the kinds of (legal) barriers that exist that could hinder this
aim.
In this book Rockhound: A Geography of Collecting you will
be shown Ontario's incredible history of mineral extraction
and as you will see, rockhounds follow in the signature that
every industry left. The full Rockhound series tells you how
and where to find crystals, minerals, gold, diamonds and all
manner of rock and mineral treasure. for the collector this
book is an absolute gem and an essential guide to Ontario
geology as it relates to mineral collecting.
Cengage Learning’s FUNDAMENTALS OF WORLD
REGIONAL GEOGRAPHY brings course concepts to life with
interactive learning, study, and exam preparation tools along
with comprehensive text content for one semester/quarter
courses. Whether you use a traditional printed text or all
digital MindTap alternative, it’s never been easier to better
understand the eight world regions, including the historical,
cultural, economic, political, and physical aspects that create
regional unity, give them personality, and make them
newsworthy. Important Notice: Media content referenced
within the product description or the product text may not be
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available in the ebook version.
This book takes inventory of and evaluates the available
resources for the development of alternative tourism in
Turkey. It examines the role of alternative tourism in future
tourism development plans and proposes public policies
necessary to assure sustainability. Although tourism started
later in Turkey than in the Western Mediterranean countries it
has grown very rapidly during the last three decades and
today the country ranks among the top ten countries in the
world in terms of both arrivals and receipts. However, most of
the tourism development has been in the mass tourism sector
or the so-called sun-sea-sand tourism. While crucial for the
economic development of Turkey, mass tourism, in the
absence of proper planning, has happened in a haphazard
manner leading to numerous environmental and socio-cultural
problems. This book argues that, in order to mitigate these
problems, Turkey should encourage the development of
alternative forms of tourism.
Learn Sociology YOUR Way with SOC! SOC’s easyreference, textbook presents course content through visually
engaging chapters as well as Chapter Review Cards that
consolidate the best review material into a ready-made study
tool. With the textbook or on its own, SOC MindTap allows
you to learn on your terms. Read or listen to textbooks and
study with the aid of instructor notifications, flashcards and
practice quizzes. Track your scores and stay motivated
toward your goals. Whether you have more work to do or are
ahead of the curve, you’ll know where you need to focus
your efforts. And the MindTap Green Dot will charge your
confidence along the way. When it’s time to study, everything
you’ve flagged or noted can be gathered into a guide you
can organize. Important Notice: Media content referenced
within the product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.
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Strategic Sustainability examines how organizations can
implement environmental sustainability science, theories, and
ways of thinking to become more competitive. Including
examples and ideas implemented in various countries, it is
based on known scientific principles about the natural world
and organizational principles focusing on the work domain.
The intersection of these two realms of research creates a
powerful and new approach to comprehensive, seemingly
contradictory issues. Daniel S. Fogel draws from disparate
fields and creates a story about organizations, their future
and how people are part of the problem and, more
importantly, part of the solution. Readers will find ways to take
action to improve organizations and avoid denigrating our
natural environment, learning to be mindful of the urgency we
should feel to improve our impact on the world. The focus on
the natural environment provides a powerful focus for creating
value in organizations and addressing the major challenges
we all face. Advanced sustainability students, working
professionals and board members, managers and legislators
responsible for governing organizations or implementing
public policy will find this book useful. A companion website
features an instructor’s manual with test questions, as well
as 38, 10-minute videos for classroom use.
China has become a superpower, exerting significant
influence globally. This accessible text integrates thematic
and regional coverage to provide a panoramic view of
China--its physical geography; population, including ethnic
diversity; urban development; agriculture and land use;
transportation networks; dynamic economic processes; and
environmental challenges. Cultural and political geography
topics are woven throughout the chapters. The text also
offers in-depth assessments of selected regions, capturing
the complexity of this vast and populous country. It is richly
illustrated with more than 150 maps, tables, figures, and
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photographs--including 8 pages in full color--which are
available as PowerPoint slides at the companion website.
Pedagogical Features *Chapter-opening learning objectives.
*Chapter-opening key concepts and terms. *Extensive notes
pointing students to relevant online resources. *Engaging
topic boxes in every chapter.
Praise for The Best American Infographics “Represent[s] the
full spectrum of the genre—from authoritative to
playful.”—Scientific American “Not only is it a thing of beauty,
it’s also a good read, with thoughtful explanations of each
winning graphic.”—Nature “Information, in its raw form, can
overwhelm us. Finding the visual form of data can simplify
this deluge into pearls of understanding.” —Kim Rees,
Periscopic The most creative and effective data visualizations
from the past year, edited by Brain Pickings creator Maria
Popova The rise of infographics across nearly all print and
electronic media—from a graphic illuminating the tweets of the
women of Isis to a memorable depiction of the national
geography of beer—reveals patterns in our lives and the world
in often startling ways. The Best American Infographics 2015
showcases visualizations from the worlds of politics, social
issues, health, sports, arts and culture, and more. From an
elegant graphic comparison of first sentences in classic
novels to a startling illustration of the world’s deadliest
animals, “You’ll come away with more than your share of . . .
mind-bending moments—and a wide-ranging view of what
infographics can do” (Harvard Business Review). “This is
what information design does at its best – it gives pause,
makes visible the unsuspected yet significant invisibilia of life,
and by astonishing us into mobilization, it catapults us toward
one of the greatest feats of human courage: the act of
changing one’s mind.”—from the Introduction by Maria
Popova Guest introducer MARIA POPOVA is the one-woman
curation machine behind Brain Pickings, a cross-disciplinary
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blog showcasing content that makes people smarter. She has
more than half a million monthly readers and over 480,000
Twitter followers. Popova is an MIT Futures of Entertainment
Fellow and has written for the New York Times, Atlantic,
Wired UK, GOOD Magazine, The Huffington Post, and the
Nieman Journalism Lab. Series editor GARETH COOK is a
Pulitzer Prize–winning journalist, a contributor to the New
York Times Magazine, and the editor of Mind Matters,
Scientific American’s neuroscience blog. He helped invent
the Boston Globe’s Sunday Ideas section and served as its
editor from 2007 to 2011. His work has also appeared in
NewYorker.com, WIRED, Scientific American, and The Best
American Science and Nature Writing.
Global IssuesAn IntroductionJohn Wiley & Sons
The first fifteen years of the 21st century have thrown into
sharp relief the challenges of growth, equity, stability, and
sustainability facing the world economy. In addition, they
have exposed the inadequacies of mainstream economics in
providing answers to these challenges. This volume gathers
over 50 leading scholars from around the world to offer a
forward-looking perspective of economic geography to
understanding the various building blocks, relationships, and
trajectories in the world economy. The perspective is at the
same time grounded in theory and in the experiences of
particular places. Reviewing state-of-the-art of economic
geography, setting agendas, and with illustrations and
empirical evidence from all over the world, the book should be
an essential reference for students, researchers, as well as
strategists and policy makers. Building on the success of the
first edition, this volume offers a radically revised, updated,
and broader approach to economic geography. With the
backdrop of the global financial crisis, finance is investigated
in chapters on financial stability, financial innovation, global
financial networks, the global map of savings and
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investments, and financialization. Environmental challenges
are addressed in chapters on resource economies,
vulnerability of regions to climate change, carbon markets,
and energy transitions. Distribution and consumption feature
alongside more established topics on the firm, innovation,
and work. The handbook also captures the theoretical and
conceptual innovations of the last fifteen years, including
evolutionary economic geography and the global production
networks approach. Addressing the dangers of inequality,
instability, and environmental crisis head-on, the volume
concludes with strategies for growth and new ways of
envisioning the spatiality of economy for the future.
Teaching Difficult History through Film explores the potential
of film to engage young people in controversial or contested
histories and how they are represented, ranging from gender
and sexuality, to colonialism and slavery. Adding to the
education literature of how to teach and learn difficult
histories, contributors apply their theoretical and pedagogical
expertise and experiences to a variety of historical topics to
show the ways that film can create opportunities for
challenging conversations in the classroom and attempts to
recognize the perspectives of historically marginalized
groups. Chapters focus on translating research into practice
by applying theoretical frameworks such as critical race
theory, auto-ethnography or cultural studies, as well as more
practical pedagogical models with film. Each chapter also
includes applicable pedagogical considerations, such as how
to help students approach difficult topics, model questions or
strategies for engaging students, and examples from the
authors’ own experiences in teaching with film or in leading
students to develop counter-narratives through filmmaking.
These discussions of the real considerations facing
classroom teachers and professors are sure to appeal to
experienced secondary teachers, pre-service teacher
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education programs, graduate students, and academic
audiences within education, history, and film studies. Part and
chapter discussion guides, full references of the films
included in the book, and resources for teachers are available
on the book’s companion website
www.teachingdifficulthistory.com.

Which public and whose space? The understanding of
public space as an arena where individuals can claim full
use and access hides a reality of constant negotiation,
conflict and surveillance. This collection uses case
studies concerning the management, use, and
transgression of public space to invite reflection on the
way in which everyday social interaction is framed and
shaped by the physical environment and vice versa.
International experts from fields including geography,
criminology, sociology and urban studies come together
to debate the concepts of order and conflict in public
space. This book is divided into two parts: spaces of
control, and spaces of transgression. Section I focuses
on formal and informal surveillance and the politics of
control, using case studies to compare strategies in
spaces including Olympic cities, luxury skyscrapers,
residential neighbourhoods and shopping malls. Section
II focuses on transgressive or deviant behaviour in public
spaces, with case studies examining behaviour in
nightlife districts, governance of homelessness, boyracer culture and abortion protests. The epilogue
concludes the book with an exploration of possible future
avenues for research on public space, and a critical
appraisal of the concept of public space itself. This
interdisciplinary collection will be of interest to students,
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researchers and professionals in the areas of
criminology, sociology, surveillance studies, human and
social geography, and urban studies and planning.
European cities are contributing to the development of a
more sustainable urban system that is capable of coping
with economic crises, ecological challenges and social
disparities in different nation-states and regions
throughout Europe. This book reveals in a pluralistic way
how European cities are generating new approaches to
their sustainable development, and the special
contribution of culture to these processes. It addresses
both a deficit of attention to small and medium-sized
cities in the framework of European sustainable
development, and an underestimation of the role of
culture, artistic expression and creativity for integrated
development of the city as a prerequisite to urban
sustainability. On the basis of a broad collection of case
studies throughout Europe, representing a variety of
regionally specific cultural models of sustainable
development, the book investigates how participative
culture, community arts, and more generally, creativity of
civic imagination are conducive to the goal of a
sustainable future of small and medium-sized cities. This
is an essential volume for researchers and postgraduate
students in urban studies, cultural studies, cultural
geography and urban sociology as well as for
policymakers and practitioners wanting to understand the
specificity of European cities as hubs of innovation,
creativity and artistic industriousness.
This interdisciplinary volume provides a critical and multidisciplinary review of current manufacturing processes,
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practices, and policies, and broadens our understanding
of production and innovation in the world economy.
Chapters highlight how firms
The majority of the world's population now live in cities,
nearly a quarter of which boast populations of one million
or more. The rise of globalisation has granted cities
unprecedented significance, both politically and
economically, leading to benefits and problems at
national and international levels. The Handbook of
Emerging 21st-Century Cities explores the changes that
are occurring in cities, and the impacts that they are
having, at the local, national and global scale.
African governments are increasingly confronted with
new forms of political violence. This study maps the
evolution of violence across North and West Africa, with
a particular focus on Mali, Lake Chad and Libya.
Africa's Geography presents a comprehensive
exploration of the world’s second largest and most
culturally diverse continent. Author Benjamin OforiAmoah challenges common misconceptions and
misrepresentations of Africa from a geographical
perspective, harnessing the power of modern geographic
mapping technology to explore this unique continent.
This text provides thorough coverage of the historical,
cultural, economic, and political forces that continue to
shape Africa, applying geographic context to relevant
past and contemporary issues. Coverage of economic
development, climate and biogeography, transportation
and communication, manufacturing and commerce, and
mining and agriculture provides foundational knowledge
of this vast and complex continent. Ideally suited for
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multiple areas of classroom study, this text offers an
effective and flexible pedagogical framework. Coverage
of the entirety of Africa enables students to develop a
cohesive portrait of the continent as a whole and identify
the dynamism of its nations, cultures, and economies.
Engaging and accessible narrative strengthens
comprehension, while examples of historical and
contemporary events increase student interest.
Innovative and unique, Africa’s Geography is an
essential resource for cross-disciplinary investigation of
this fascinating part of the world.
This book provides an accessible but intellectually
rigorous introduction to the global social movement for
‘climate justice’ and addresses the socially uneven
consequences of anthropogenic climate change.
Deploying relational understandings of nature-society,
space, and power, Brandon Derman shows that climate
change has been co-produced with social inequality.
Mismatching levels of responsibility and vulnerability,
and institutions that emerged in tandem with those
disproportionalities compose the terrain on which NGOs
and social movements now contest climate injustice in a
wide-ranging “politics of connection.” Case-based
chapters explore the defining commitments of affected
and allied communities, and how they have shaped
specific struggles mobilizing human rights, international
treaties, transnational activist forums, national and local
constituencies, and broad-based demonstrations.
Derman synthesizes these cases and similar efforts
across the globe to identify and explore crosscutting
themes in climate justice politics as well as the
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opportunities and dilemmas facing advocates and
activists, and those who would ally with them going
forward. How should we understand campaigns for
climate justice? What do these initiatives share, and
what differentiates them? What, in fact, does “climate
justice” mean in these contexts? And what do the
framing and progression of such efforts in different
settings suggest about the broader conditions that
produce and sustain climate injustice, how those
conditions could be unmade, and what might take their
place? Struggles for Climate Justice approaches these
questions from an interdisciplinary perspective
accessible to graduate and advanced undergraduate
students as well as scholars of geography, social
movements, environmental politics, policy, and sociolegal studies.
New Brand Leadership delivers the first complete,
proven blueprint for organizing and executing on global
brand marketing. It reflects the authors’ 50+ years of
combined experience driving global brand leadership
and measurable results across a wide range of
industries, at companies ranging from Mars to Nissan,
IHG to YUM! Brands. Larry Light and Joan Kiddon show
how to drive value by successfully managing at the
intersection of globalization, localization, and
personalization. They introduce Arcature’s proven
Collaborative Three Box Model, guiding you step-by-step
through creating brand vision, defining brand framework,
bringing your brand to life, and then measuring your
performance. They offer specific, high-value
recommendations regarding cultural change,
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organizational responsibilities, structure, metrics, and
much more. You’ll find proven solutions to tough realworld global branding challenges, including managing
tensions between global and local, central and regional,
and brand leadership vs. brand management. For wide
audiences of C-suite and other current and prospective
business leaders; HR officers, marketing executives and
agency professionals, top executives, business leaders,
prospective business leaders, and MBA/executive MBA
students.
Understanding Cultural Geography: Places and Traces offers
a comprehensive introduction to perhaps the most exciting
and challenging area of human geography. By focusing on
the notion of ‘place’ as a key means through which culture
and identity is grounded, the book showcases the broad
range of theories, methods and practices used within the
discipline. This book not only introduces the reader to the rich
and complex history of cultural geography, but also the key
terms on which the discipline is built. From these insights, the
book approaches place as an ‘ongoing composition of
traces’, highlighting the dynamic and ever-changing nature of
the world around us. The second edition has been fully
revised and updated to incorporate recent literature and up-todate case studies. It also adopts a new seven section
structure, and benefits from the addition of two new chapters:
Place and Mobility, and Place and Language. Through its
broad coverage of issues such as age, race, scale, nature,
capitalism, and the body, the book provides valuable
perspectives into the cultural relationships between people
and place. Anderson gives critical insights into these
important issues, helping us to understand and engage with
the various places that make up our lives. Understanding
Cultural Geography is an ideal text for students being
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introduced to the discipline through either undergraduate or
postgraduate degree courses. The book outlines how the
theoretical ideas, empirical foci and methodological
techniques of cultural geography illuminate and make sense
of the places we inhabit and contribute to. This is a timely
update on a highly successful text that incorporates a vast
foundation of knowledge; an invaluable book for lecturers and
students.
Written by leading authorities from Australasia, Europe and
North America, this book examines the dynamic conflicts and
synergies between nature conservation and human
development in contemporary Cambodia. After suffering
conflict and stagnation in the late twentieth century,
Cambodia has experienced an economic transformation in
the last decade, with growth averaging almost ten per cent
per year, partly through investment from China. However this
rush for development has been coupled with tremendous
social and environmental change which, although positive in
some aspects, has led to rising inequality and profound shifts
in the condition, ownership and management of natural
resources. High deforestation rates, declining fish stocks,
biodiversity loss, and alienation of indigenous and rural
people from their land and traditional livelihoods are now
matters of increasing local and international concern. The
book explores the social and political dimensions of these
environmental changes in Cambodia, and of efforts to
intervene in and ‘improve’ current trajectories for
conservation and development. It provides a compelling
analysis of the connections between nature, state and
society, pointing to the key role of grassroots and non-state
actors in shaping Cambodia’s frontiers of change. These
insights will be of great interest to scholars of Southeast Asia
and environment-development issues in general.
This book has two main goals: to define data science through
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the work of data scientists and their results, namely data
products, while simultaneously providing the reader with
relevant lessons learned from applied data science projects at
the intersection of academia and industry. As such, it is not a
replacement for a classical textbook (i.e., it does not
elaborate on fundamentals of methods and principles
described elsewhere), but systematically highlights the
connection between theory, on the one hand, and its
application in specific use cases, on the other. With these
goals in mind, the book is divided into three parts: Part I pays
tribute to the interdisciplinary nature of data science and
provides a common understanding of data science
terminology for readers with different backgrounds. These six
chapters are geared towards drawing a consistent picture of
data science and were predominantly written by the editors
themselves. Part II then broadens the spectrum by presenting
views and insights from diverse authors – some from
academia and some from industry, ranging from financial to
health and from manufacturing to e-commerce. Each of these
chapters describes a fundamental principle, method or tool in
data science by analyzing specific use cases and drawing
concrete conclusions from them. The case studies presented,
and the methods and tools applied, represent the nuts and
bolts of data science. Finally, Part III was again written from
the perspective of the editors and summarizes the lessons
learned that have been distilled from the case studies in Part
II. The section can be viewed as a meta-study on data
science across a broad range of domains, viewpoints and
fields. Moreover, it provides answers to the question of what
the mission-critical factors for success in different data
science undertakings are. The book targets professionals as
well as students of data science: first, practicing data
scientists in industry and academia who want to broaden their
scope and expand their knowledge by drawing on the
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authors’ combined experience. Second, decision makers in
businesses who face the challenge of creating or
implementing a data-driven strategy and who want to learn
from success stories spanning a range of industries. Third,
students of data science who want to understand both the
theoretical and practical aspects of data science, vetted by
real-world case studies at the intersection of academia and
industry.
Owing to their unique magnetic, phosphorescent, and
catalytic properties, rare earths are the elements that make
possible teverything from the miniaturization of electronics, to
the enabling of green energy and medical technologies, to
supporting essential telecommunications and defense
systems. An iPhone uses eight rare earths for everything from
its colored screen, to its speakers, to the miniaturization of the
phone?s circuitry. On the periodic table rare earth elements
comprise a set of seventeen chemical elements (the fifteen
lanthanides plus scandium and yttrium). There would be no
Pokm?n Go without rare earths. Rare Earth Frontiers is a
work of human geography. Klinger looks historically and
geographically at the ways rare earth elements in three
discrete but representative and contested sites are given
meaning.
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